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Abstract 
Five tectonic provinces; three volcanic provinces 
(each characteristic of a particular set of tectonic 
conditions ) and a Precambrian shield, are outlined and 
described, in an attempt to illustrate the tectonic 
evolution of Antarctica. Evidence is presented for 
at least three structural stages in the development 
of the Precarnbrian shield, though it is not as yet 
possible to delineate individual tectonic provinces 
within the shield area. 
' From the late Proterozoic until the early Mesozoic, 
a series of tectonic provinces were successively stabilised 
and accrete n onto the Pacific margin of the Precarnbrian 
shield. In the Mesozoic however, this unstable margin 
broke up into a number of blocks, as a result of 
differential movements between East and west Antarctica, 
associated Hith the fragmentation of Gondwanaland. 
Block tectonics, rifting and the development of fault-
bounded marginal basins,were accompanied by alkali 
volcanism in the late Cenozoic. This activity continues 
at the pres-ent. 
The proposed scheme is also viewed in the wider 
context of Gondwanaland and plate tectonics. Although 
the justification for long distance correlation of 
individual tectonic regions is called into question, 
four stages are illustrated in the evolution of the 
present S outhern Hemisphere. 
Introduc tion 
Antarc tica is a roughly circular continent, centred 
approximately on the South Geographical P ole, 4500 km in 
diameter and covering an are a of 14,000,000 km2 (see 
fig. 1). It is t h e most isolate d of a ll the continents , 
lying s ome 1000 km from Tierra de l Fuego, 4000 km f r om 
South Africa and 3000 km from Australia and was the l as t 
continent to be systematically explored. Over 95% of 
Antarctica is c overed by ice, up to 4.7 km thick, which 
spreads out over the shallow waters of the surrounding 
coas tal re g ions to form extensive ice shelves. The 
coastal outline is broken by the narrow, sinuous Ant arctic 
Penins ula and by two l arge emb ayments, known as the 1{oss 
and Wedde ll Seas. The existence of these embayments led 
to the division of the continent int o two regions, Greater 
and Lesser Antarctica.* 
Eas t Antarctica, that part of the continent lying 
mainly eas t of the Greenwich meridian, comprises a high 
ice plateau, deeply dissected on the sector adjacent the 
southern Ind ian Ocean, by the Lc.ID.cert Glacier, which extends 
nearly 1000 km inland. Along the Ross-\·leddel l margin, 
a mountain chain, the Transantarctic Mountains, traverses 
the continent from western Queen Maud Land, to North 
Victoria Land. Airborne geophys ical traverses across 
the East Antarctic ice sheet, have revealed the existence 
* In geological literature, Greater Antarctica is known 
as East Antarctica and Lesser Antarctica as ·.-Jes t Antarctica. 
Henceforth in this piece of work, the system of East and 
\,.Jest Antarctica is adopted. 
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of a buried mountain range, the Gamburtsev Mountains 
lying near the Pole of Inaccessibility (see fig. 2). 
In addition, t wo major basinal structures have recently 
been detected in Wilkes Land, using radio echo sounding 
techniques. 
In West Antarctica, the general level of the ice is 
lower, though mountain range s, which include Antarctica 1 s 
highest mountain, Vinson Massif (5140m), are found 
around the margins _ of the Weddell Sea and in the Antarctic 
Peninsula. The sub-ice morphology of West Antarctica is 
less uniform than that of Eas t Antarctica (see fig. 2). 
Much of the ce ntral area is occupied by a deep basin, the 
Byrd Subglacial Bas in, with depths as much a s 2000m below 
sea level. A series of shallow channels link this basin 
with the Bellingshausen, Amundsen and Ross Seas. These 
channels define a . number of high standing blocks i.e. 
Marie Byrd Land, Thurston Island, the Ellsworth Mountains, 
Ellsworth Land and the Antarctic ~eninsula (see fig. 2). 
If all the ice were to melt, even allowing for isostatic 
readjustments, Wes t Antarctica wou ld appear as a series 
of island groups. 
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In this study, the writer, follo wing the example of 
Ravich (1966) and Craddock (1970), seeks to interpret 
the tectonic evolution of Antarctica as an inte ~ral par t 
of the tectonic ev olution of the present Southern 
Hemisphere. The scheme outlined is not intende d as 
conclusive proof for the operation of plate tectonics, 
whi ch must lie in the elucidation of an acceptable 
driving mechanism for t he plates. It is forwarded 
merely as a means of testing the concept. I n addition 
it is hoped that by viewing the tectonic evo lution of 
Antarctica in relation to the other southern continents, 
a greater understanding of Antarct ic tectonics will 
be achieved. 
Chapter 1 The history of research 
Previous analyses of the geological structure of 
Antarctica have proposed a variety of tectonic patterns. 
Early in the twentieth centurY, Norden~ Bld (1913) 
suggested that Antarctica could be divided into two 
major regions, one (East Antarctica) comprising an 
ancient crystalline shield, overlain by younger undeform8d 
sediments and the other (Wes t Antarctica), displaying 
similarities to t he Western Cordillera of the Americas. 
In his review of Antarctic t ectonics, Elliot (1975) 
noted that all the ma jor ge olog ical units, with the 
exception of t h e Trinity Peninsula Series, were identified 
by the Swedish South-Polar Expedition 1901-3. NordenskjBld's 
(1905) description of two structural zones in the Antarctic 
P~ninsula region, demonstrating the ge ological similari t ies 
between the Peninsula and South .America, supported the 
c or.J.parison already proposed by Ar9towski (1895), and implied 
that the South American Andes and the Antarctic Peninsula 
had once formed part of a single, continuous mountain chain. 
The discovery of folded metasediments intruded by granitic 
plutons, in · Marie Byrd Land, led \Jade (1937) to suggest 
that structures similar to those of the Antarctic Peninsula, 
appeared elsewhere in wes t Antarctica. 
The basic struc t ure in the Transantarctic Mountains, 
of a crystalline basement overlain by Devonian-Permian 
sediments and intruded by doleritic sills of Jurassic age, 
was elucidated by geologist s of the Scott and Shackleton 
expeditions (Ferrar, 1905; Priestley and David, 1912; 
Taylor, 1913; Debenham, 1913) . Gould (1 935) sought 
to explain the present physiography of the Transantarctic 
Mountains in terms of b lock tect onics in the Cretaceous 
and early Cenozoic. He considered the recent volcanics 
of Ross Island and Victoria Land to be an expression of 
continued i ns tability of the se b locks. 
In 1937, Du T~it with meritorious fore s i ght, emphasise d 
the unique importance of Antarctica in the understanding 
of the ge ological evolution of the Southern Hemisphere. 
Applying Wegener's h ypothesis of continental drift to 
exp lain the similarity of ge ological history exhibited 
by the southern continents, he concluded that, "the 
role of the Antarctic is a vital one. As wi ll be obser ved •.• 
the shield of Eas t Antarc tica const itutes the key-piec e -
shaped surprisingly like Australia, onl y l a r ge r - around 
which, with wonderful corres p ondenc e in outline, the 
rema ining 'puzzle-pieces' of Gondwanaland, can with 
remarkable precisi on be fitted". Geo logical investigations 
in Antarctica since that time have, with a few mi nor 
adjustments, substantiated m·:ny of Du Toit 's p i oneering 
ideas. 
The marked contrast in the geology of Eas t and West 
Antarctica to ge t he r with t,he existence of the two large 
embayments on the Pacific side of the Transantarct ic 
Mountains, have long been cited as evidence for a major 
structural discontinuity across the continent. Despite 
the extensive study and rig orous debates which the 
topic has received and been the subject of respectively, 
.the precise nature of the structural relations between 
East and West Antarctica remains the major problem to be 
reso l ved in the understanding of Antarctic tectonics 
(Hamilton, 1967; Elliot, 1975). 
The initiation of systematic ge ological mapping, 
in the Antarctic Peninsula, with the formation of the 
Falkland Islands Dependency Survey (now British Antarctic 
Sur vey) and in East Antarctica follow i ng the International 
Ge ophys ical Year 1957-8, bas consider ably advanced the 
understanding of Antarc tic tectonics. In 1952, Fairbridge 
summarised the knowledge of Antarctic te c tonics with a 
map , which depicted the East Antarctic shield separa Jed 
from the West Antarc tic Mesozoic-Cenozoic folde d zo ne , 
by a graben linking the Ross and Wedde ll Seas. Vor onov 
(1958) showed an ancient shield wi th a Cenozoic block-
faulted rim, bo::.'dered by an 'A lpine dowmvarp' and a 
folded zone in We~t Antarctica. More recently (1964), 
he portra32d an older 'Caledonian' folded zone in the 
Transantarctic Mountains, tecto genes is around much of the 
East Antarctic co a st and forwarded the idea of a 'Hercynian 1 
fold belt in f'larie Byrd Land. Adie (1962,1964) divided 
the continent into a Gondwana province (East Antarctica) 
and an Andean province (West Antarct ica). 
In 1963, Hamilton first proposed the idea of an East 
Antarctic shield b nrdered on one side by a ser i es of 
orogenic belts younging towards the Pacific margin. ~hese 
included a Cambra-Ordovician orogen; a Siluro-Permian 
orogen, and a Cretaceous orogen. Later (1964, 1967) he 
presented a scheme with a Precambrian shie ld in East 
\ ntarctica; a late Precambrian - early Palaeozoic orogen, 
and a Palaeozoic orogen in the Transantarctic Mountains; 
a Mesozoic orogen and a Cenozoic volcanic province. 
Klimov (1964, 1967), define d three structural stages in 
East Antarct ica and extended Adie's Gondwana province 
to include parts of Ellsworth and Marie Byrd Lands. 
Angino and Turner (1964) summarised the radiometric 
ages and illus trated distinct groupings of dates 
particularly around 500 Ma. In this fashion they 
presented evidence for seven recognisab le orogenies in 
Antarctica. Ravich (1966) analysed the major tectonic 
features of Antarctica in relation to the other southern 
continents. In Antarc tica these included pre-Riphean 
folding; Baikalian (Cale donian) folding; Palaeozoic 
folding; Mesozoic-Cenozoic folding and a Cenozoic volcanic 
province. In 1968, he outlined three tectonic regions -
the East Antarctic platform; a late 'Hercynian' fold b e lt 
and a Mesozoic fold belt, for which he introduced the term 
Antarctandes. 
Grindley and McDougall (1969) cited evidence for two 
orogenic episodes in the Transantarctic I'1ountains, one of 
late ?recarnbrian age - the . Beardmore orogen and the other 
of early Palaeozoic age - the Ross orogen. The following 
year, Ravich and Grikurov recognised a crystalline 
basement ranging from Archean-middle Proterozoic in age; 
a Riphean-early Palaeozoic complex; a middle Palaeozoic-
Mesozoic complex; two platform sequences, one Riphean 
and the other Devonian-Jurassic and a Neogene-Quaternary 
volcanogenic belt. 
Craddock (1970, 1975) outlined an ancient Precambrian 
sh i eld, fou r Phanerozoic orogens and a Ce n ozoic volcanic 
province. The contrasts in tectonic setting of the late 
Mesozoic-Ceno zoic orogenic activity, between the Andes 
and the Ant~c tic Peninsula, were first emphasised by 
Katz (1973), who concluded that the use of such terms 
as Antarctandes was invalid and should be discont jnuedo 
In reviewing the previo s attempts to e lucidate 
Antarctic tectonics, Elliot (1975) described an East 
Antarctic shield with associated platform sediments; a 
late Precambrian Beard.more, and an early Palaeozoic Ross 
orogenic episode in the Transantarctic Mountains; a 
Borchgrevink orogen; an Andean orogen and three distinc t 
Ce nozoic volcanic provinces. 
Most recentl~ Tingey (personal communication December 
1976) has isolated radiometric dates within the 2800-2600 
Ma range from MacRobertson Land in East Antarctica. These 
provide the first evidence from the Antarcti c Precambrian 
record of a tectonic episode of that age, well known in 
the Precambrian stratigraphy of the other southern 
continents. 
Chap t er 2 Criteria for the selection of tectonic uu its 
There are basically four criteria which can be a dopt e d 
for the selection of units in the compilation of a tectoni c 
scheme: 
a) The distinction between flat-lying and deformed strata. 
b) ·The age of the units. 
c) ':2he orig in e.g. volcanic. 
d) The tectonic environrn.ent e.g. compressive. 
The effectiveness of tectonic schemes is controlled b -
the curr ent state of knowledge of the regional geo logy in 
the area under study. In a f avourable situation, where 
such knowledge is reasonab ly complete, all four criteria 
may be incorporated into the scheme. Elsewhere, the 
limitations imposed by the leve l of knowledge of the 
regional geo logy , diminish the effectiveness of proposed 
tectonic interpretations. 
In Antarctica the tectonic geo lo bist is confronted 
by a number of problems, some COfil_uOn to all regions and 
others that are exclusive l y ),..ntarctic. First, more than 
95% of the continent is c c vered by ice, up to 4.7km thick. 
I'he knowledge of the area beneath the ice is confined to 
a few ge ophysical surveys, whereas the scattered rock 
outcrops around the p e rimeter of the continent and 
throughout the Transantarctic Mountains have been mapped 
only on a reconnaissance basis. Considering the fact 
that Antarctica has been subjected to systematic 
investigation for less than a quarter of a century, the 
knowledge of the regional geology is still in a pra liminary 
state. 
Secondly, the interpretation of many rock units is 
based solely upon radiometric dat ing, which may be 
inaccurate, or corre l ation wit l: similar rock s of known 
age, which may be invalid. The writer considers that 
in the absence of more conclusive evidence, such me thods 
are worthy of me ntion and may prove to be justified, but 
stresses that general agreement upon these interpretations 
is lacking. 
Thirdly, it appears that the Pacific margi n of 
Antarctica has been the location of repeated tectonic 
disturbances, throughout a considerable span of geological 
time. From the l a te Proterozoic until the early Cenozoic, 
successive phase s of activity have overlapped each other 
geographically (to varying degrees), partially obliterating 
previous events. Also, as Craddock (1970) pointed, out, 
the individual orogenies have indefinite and arbitrary 
limits. 
Finally, it should be borne in mind that the present 
distribution and relationship of tectonic units to each 
other, particularly in 'vJes t Antarctica, need not have 
remained constant throughout ge ological time. The re is 
strong evidence to support the idea t hat the Ellsworth 
Mountains of \..je st Antarct ica may have been rotated , in the 
early Mesozoic, from an original position on the eastern 
side of the weddell Sea, as a result of differential 
movements between East and West Antarctica. 
Chapter 3 The tecton ic regions of Antarctica 
Using the criteria outlined in the previous chapter, 
it has been possible to distinguish nine ma jor tectonic 
regions in the Antarctic. Five of these display stages 
of erosion, sedimentation, tectonics, plutonism and 
volcanism, associated with the operation of a sing le 
geological cycle and are referred to as tectonic provinces 
(Quennel and Ha ldemann, 1960 ); three are areas of Ceno zoic-
Recent igneous activity, characteristic of a particular 
set of t e ct onic conditions; and the re maining region, 
comprising a larg e block of deformed, metamorphosed and 
granitised continental crust, which has not undergone 
significant . tectonic disturbance since early geological 
time, is termed a shield. 
Although the five tect onic provinces are similar in 
m~ny respects, it is important to realise that no two 
tectonic provinces are exactly alike. The sequence of 
development may not be the same and some stages may be 
missed out altogether. Equally i mportant ·is the idea 
t h at the stages may not be syncronous throughout any one 
province - .sedimentation may be taking place in one region, 
whereas deformation may be occurring in another. 
Each unit will be dealt with in turn, be g inn ing with 
the oldest. 
A. The Eas t Antarctic shield. 
The Eas t Antarctic shield is the oldest and most 
extensive tectonic region in the Antarct ic. It compri ses 
most of the larger part of the continent ( see fig. · 3), 
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and is bounded on the Pacific side by the Beardn ore and 
Ross tectonic provinces (see figs. 4 and 5). The shield 
consists of a crystalline basement of Archean -middle 
Proterozoic age, upon which flat-lying , u nmetamorphosed 
late Pro t erozoic and Pal aeozoic sediments rest unconf ormably . 
Al thou gh it has experi enced a complicated Precambrian 
h i story, the shield has re mained stable, except for a few 
peripheral areas, throughout the Phanerozoic. 
The cryst a lline baseffie nt forms a high grade metamorphic 
terrain where it protrudes from beneath the cover of ice, 
c onsisting of a wide variety of gneisses, schists and 
plutonic intrusives. Charnockites of both igneous and 
metamorphic ori gin are a characteristic feature of this 
base~ent. The rock types and structural trends suggest 
a multiphase history, but owin g to the inadequate radiometric 
d a ta , it has not been possible to distinguish i ndividual 
tectonic provinces within the shield. 
There is however, i ndependant evidence for at least 
two phases of tectonic activity in the evolution of the 
East Antarct ic shield. Ravich (1 972) has identified a n 
older star e comprising Archean rocks, charac t erised by 
enderbites and charnockites and granulite metamorphism, 
outcropping in Znderby Land and Wilkes Land (see fig . 3), 
which was stabilised by the early Proterozoic. Archean 
rocks, d ated at between 2800-2600 Ma, have also been 
reported from the southern Prince Charles Mountains by 
Tingey (1976). Here, a graniti c basement is overlain by 
metasediments cut by a pegmatite dyke dated at 2580 Ma. 
Similar sediments nearby, contain the only banded 
ironstones known from the Antarctic Precambrian (Tingey 
et al. 1976). No true greenstone belts have ye t been 
identified from these Archean regions of the b aseme nt. 
Ravich (1972) also records a second phase of 
activity in the middle Proterozoic. At this time, linear 
belts of the Archean were deformed and suffered retrogressive 
metamorphism to amphibolite and greenschist facies. 
Migmatites and granitic intrusives are common, but 
enderbites and charnockites are lacking, which implies 
a higher s t ructural l eve l a nd lowe r temperatures. 
Radiometric dates fal l ing within the 1200-1000 Ma 
range, have been obtained f r om cryst a lline basement rocks in 
the Transantarctic Mountains, and from migmati tes in \./ i l k es 
Land. In the Transantarctic Mountains this has been 
r eferred to as the Nimrod orogeny (Grindley and McDougall 
1969). It should be emphasised however, that the a~es 
of these periods of orogenic activity are open to question. 
In Queen Maud Land (see fig. 3), the crystalline 
basement is overlain by late Proterozoic-early Palaeozoic 
platform sediments· and volcanics of the Ritscher Supergroup. 
These rocks have suffered only slight metamorphism and 
deformation (Neethling, 1972). A y oun~er platform sequence 
of middle Palaeozoic-(?)early Mesozoic age, overlies 
the Ritscher Supergroup in Queen I"laud Land, and is found 
in direct contact with the base ment in the Prince Charles 
Mountains. This forms part of the Beacon Supergroup. 
The numerous glacial erratics around the coastline 
of East Antarctica (Craddock, 1972), together with the 
evidence for the exist e nce of two major s edi me ntary 
b a sins in Wilkes Land and Terre Ad~lie (Drewry, 1976), 
sugsest that these t wo epicratonic platform sequences 
may underlie extensive areas of the East Antarctic ice 
sheet. 
B. The Beardmore tectonic province. 
Late Proterozoic sediments and volcanics, deposited 
in a series of elongate basins a long the l i ne of the 
Transantarctic Mount ains (see fig. 4), were deformed, 
metamorphosed and intruded between 680-620 Ma. This 
phase of activity was first recognised from the central 
Transantarctic Mountains bJ Grindley and McDougal l (1 969), 
who introduced the term Beardmore orogeny. Elliot ( 197 ~) 
describes a Beardmore orogen, which closely resembles the 
tectonic province outlined in this section. 
In the late Precambrian, thick sequences of graywacke-
shale, locally overlain by acidic volcanics, were de p osited 
in the Transantarctic Mountain region, betwe en North 
Victoria Land and the Pensacola Mountains and possibly 
extending as far a~ the Shackleton Range. · In the Nimrod 
Glacier region (see fig. 4), this sequence overlies older 
rocks. Here, over 500m of schist, marble and quartzite 
of the Cobham Formation, underlie 6700m of metagraywacke-
shale of the Goldie Formation. The former is considered 
to have been deposited in moderately shallow water, 
probably the inner margin of a continental shelf, whereas 
the latter accumulated as a turbidite deposit in relatively 
deep water. It is overlain,with angular unconformity, by 
archaeocyathid limestones of lower Cambrian age (Laird 
and Mansergh, 1971). 
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Similar deep water, graywacke-shale associations 
crop out in South Victoria Land (Teall Graywac ~e), the 
Quee n Maud Mountains (LaGorce and Duncan Formations ) 
and the Pensacola Mountains (Patuxent Formation). 
Ba saltic pillow lavas are interbedded with the gra '·lackes 
of the Patuxent Formation, which is i ntruded by felsic 
plug s and sills (Gorecki RJ1yo lite). Felsic metavolcanics 
overlie the Duncan and LaGorce Formations near the Scott 
Glacier. 
A thick metagraywacke-shale association, with 
spilitic basalts (Robertson B~y Group ) crop9 out 
exten~ively in North Victoria Land. · The precise age of 
these rocks is not known. They are considered to be 
older than che shallow water Cambrian sediments of the 
Bowers Group, by El l iot (1975) and may be related to the 
1-ate Precambrian Berg Group , which crops out further we }_, t 
in Wilkes Land. The graywacke-shale sequence known as the 
Priestley Formation is also thought to be in part late 
Precambrian (Ricker, 1964). 
At t r1e other end of the chain, a sequence of quartzites, 
conglomerates, limestones, sandstones and subordinate shale, 
known as the Turnpike Bluff Group crops out in the 
Shackleton Range. These rocks rest unconformably on the 
metamorphic basement and are thoughtto be late Precambrian 
in age (Clarkson, 1972). Shallow water Precambrian 
sediments are also known in the Ellsworth Mountains. 
With the exception of the Robertson Bay Group, the 
rocks of the Ellsworth Mountains and possibly the Priestley 
Formation, all these rocks were deforme d and metamorphosed 
to low grade before the beginning of the Cambrian. The 
folds trend regionally sub-parallel to the pre sent 
mountain chain, and the development of axial plane 
cleavage is widespread. Some authors (Laird and 
Mansergh, 1971) believe that the deformation associated 
with the Beardmore orogeny was more intense than that 
which accompanied the succeeding Ross orogeny. 
In the Pensacola Mountains, a ninimum age for the 
deformation is given by the unconformable relationship 
of the Cambrian Helson Limestone, to the Patuxent 
Formation. A maximum age of 1200 Ma comes from radiometric 
work on the Gorecki Rhyolite. In the Shackl~ton Range, 
deformation of the Turnpike Bluff Group is t hought to be 
of late Precambrian age, but the structural trends are 
at right angles to those in other regions. 
, 
Metavolcanics and plutonic rocks from the Nilsen 
Pl~teau, Wisconsin Range and Thiel Mountains, all give 
late Precambrian radiometric ages. The \.Jisconsin Ran5e 
+ batholith for example, has been dated at 627 - 22 Ma b y 
Faure et al. (1968). 
The sediments of the Beardmore tectonic province 
accumulated in a series of late Precambrian troughs along 
the Pacific - margin of the East Antarctic shield. Deposition 
in these troughs may not have been contemporaneous. The 
age and relationship of the Robertson Bay Group and 
Patuxent Formations, to the sequences of the central 
'I1ransantarctic Mountains is uncertain. In addition, the 
deformation may not have been synchronous throughout the 
province. The Robertson Bay Group appears to have 
escaped deformation until the middle Palaeozoic oro gene sis 
associated with the Borchgrevink tectonic province. 
C. The Ros s tect onic province. 
Tbe early Palaeozoic Ross tectonic province, ex tends 
from North Victoria Land, across the continent, as far as 
the Shacklet on Range (see fig. 5)& Through out thi s 
reg i on, the period i mmediate ly follo wing tbe Beardmore 
orogeny was charact erised by erosion. In the early 
Cambrian, a shallow, epicontine ntal sea extended over the 
area, in which carbonate sediments began t o accumulate. 
These carbonates were succeded by elastic sediments and 
felsic volcanics. 
The carbonate deposits are bes t develop~d in the Miller 
Range of the central Transantarctic Mountains, where the 
900m thick Shackleton Limestone is exposed, unconfor~ab l y 
overlying the Goldi e FOrmation. \.J ithin the lower part 
of this sequence, archaeocyath id bioherms of early 
Cambrian age are abundant. There is additional evidence 
of archaeocyathid limestones in the Argentina Range. In 
the Horlick Mountains, the lower Palaeozoic strata comprises 
a mixed carbonate-elastic sequence with r hyolite pyroclasts 
(Leverett Formation), whereas the middle Cambrian Nelson 
Limestone of the Pensacola Mountains is over lain by 
rhyolite flpws, breccias and volcanogenic sandstones of 
the Gambacorta Formation. 
An inarticulate fauna of l ate Cambrian age has b een 
described from the middle and upper divisions of the 
shallow marine elastic sequence known as the Bowers Group, 
which crops out in North Victoria Land (Laird et al. 1972). 
This fauna bears a marked resemblance to that recorded 
in the shallow marine Heritage Group of the Ellsworth 
· Mountains. 
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The sediments deposited in this early Palaeozoic 
epicontinental sea, were deformed, metamorphosed and 
intruded between 525-425 Ma. In South Victoria Land,· 
the rocks appear to h ave undergone a higher degree of 
deformation than elsewhere. Three phases of folding 
have been ident i fied i n this area, though as yet only 
the latter can be assigned with certainty to the Ross 
orogeny (Lopatin, 1972 ; Smithson, 1972). Smithson and 
Toogood ( 1970) regard thi s youngest phase of deformation 
to have occurred between 480-450 Ma. 
The Shac k l eton Limestone i s deformed by folds which 
trend paralle l t o the mountain chain , as are the Nelson 
Limestone and Gambacorta Formation of the Pensacola 
Mountains and the Blaiklock Glacier Group of the 
Shackleton Range. In the Bowers Group of North Victoria 
Land and the Heritage Group of the Ellsworth Mountains 
h owever, there is a conspicuous absence of early Palaeozoic 
deformation. 
Cambro-Ordovician plutonic intrusives, collectively 
known as the Granite Harb c ur Intrusive Complex, are 
widespread ~n South Victoria La nd and the centraJ 
Transantarctic Mountains. '11he composition of thes e 
intrusives ranges from quartz diorite to granite and many 
of them reach batholithic proportions. Pre-, syn- and 
post-tectonic phases of emplacement have be~n recognised, 
ranging in age from 525-425 Ma, with a peak of activity 
between 500~470 Ma. 
·:rhe limited amount of radiometric work on the 
eugeosynclinal metasediments of western Marie Byrd Land, 
The sediments deposited in this early Palaeozoic 
epicontinental sea, wer e deformed, metamorphosed and 
intruded between 525-425 Ma. In South Victoria Land, 
the rocks appear to h ave undergone a higher degree of 
deformation than elsewhere. Three phases of folding 
have been identified i n this area, though as yet only 
the latter can be assigned wi th certainty to t he Ros s 
orogeny (Lopatin, 1972; Smithson, 1972). Smithson and 
Toogood ( 1970) regard this y oungest phase of deformation 
to have occurred betwe en 480- 450 Ma. 
The Shackleton Limestone is deformed by folds which 
trend parallel to the mountain chain, as are the Nelson 
Limestone and Garnbacorta Format ion of the Pensaco la 
Mountains and the Blaiklock Glacier Group of the 
Shackleton Range. In the Bowers Group of North Victoria 
Land and the Heritage Group of the Ellsworth Mountains 
however, there is a conspicuous absence of early Palaeozoic 
deformation. 
Cambra-Ordovician plutonic intrusives, collectively 
known as the Granite Harb c ur Intrusive Complex, are 
widespread in South Victoria La nd and the centraJ 
Transantarctic Mountains. The composition of the s e 
intrusives ranges from quartz diorite to granite and many 
of them reach batholithic proportions. Pre-, syn- and 
post-tectonic phases of emplacement have been recognised, 
ranging in age from 525-425 Ma, with a peak of activity 
between 500~470 Ma. 
The limited amount of radiometric work on the 
eugeosynclinal metasediments of western Marie Byrd Land, 
indicates a pre-middle Palaeozoic age of deposition. 
Elliot (1975) considered these rocks to have been 
deposited and deformed contemporaneously with rocks of 
the Ross tectonic province. .The work of Wilbanks et 
al. (1972) however, suggests that these rocks, though 
possibly as old as the late Precambrian, were first deforme d 
in the middle Palaeozoic. 
In addition to the orogenic activity in the 
Transantarctic Mountains, l arge areas of the Precambrian 
crystalline basement of East Antarctica, in ~ueen I1aud 
Land and Wi lkes Land suffered thermal reactivation at 
about 500 Ma. The relationship of these two event s to 
each other, is not known. 
D. The Borchgrevink tectonic province. 
This province is best developed in North Victoria 
Land (see fig. 6), where the presence of metamorphic 
and igneous rocks yielding middle Palaeozoic radiometric 
ages , led to the recognition of a Borchgrevink orogeny 
(Craddock, 1970). No pre-orogenic sedimentary phase, 
post - dating the stabilisation of the Ros s tectonic 
province is yet known in North Victoria Land, though 
shallow marine strata of this age, undeformed by the 
I 
Borchgevink orogeny, occur in the Ellsworth and 
Transantarctic Mountains. Undeformed Permian sediments 
rest unconformably on the rocks affected by the 
Borchgrevink orogeny in North Victoria Land. 
The rocks deformed by the Borchgrevink orogeny 
include the graywacke-shale sequence of the Robertson 
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Bay Group a nd the shallow marine Bowers Group , described 
in the preceeding sections. The former is i nfe rred to 
be late Precambrian and the latt e r known to be Cambrian 
in age. Throughout the 'rransantarctic Mountains a late 
Devon i an sequence, locally of Si lurian age, know n as the 
T~ylor Group is exposed. T~e Tay lor Group forms the 
lowest unit of the Be a con Supergroup, which ranges in 
age from the Devonian-Jurass ic. The rocks are principally 
shal low mar ine elastic sediments, derived from the East 
Antar ct ic shield, though . the basal strata in South 
Victoria Land and the Nimrod Glacier region,were derive d 
from a similar metamorphic terrain in the area present ly 
occupied by the Ross Sea. 
The Heritage Group of the Ellsworth Mountains · is 
conformably overlain by the Crashsite ~uartzite. The 
upper sections of this largliy elast ic sequence contain 
a lower Devonian invert ebr a te fauna (Boucot, 1963). 
To what extent the Robertson Bay Group and Bowers 
Group were involved in the Ross and Beardmore orogenies, 
i s no t clear. Both groups however, were strong l y defor11 ed 
about horizontal N-~-JW axes. This deformation was 
a ccompanied by slight metamorphism. A similar, though 
less we ll documented situation, exists in western 11arie 
Byrd Land, whe re a thick e ugeosynclinal sequence, of 
unknown age, was deformed and metamorphosed in the middle 
Palaeozoic. 
The sediments of North Victoria Land, are cut by a 
series J f post-tectonic intrusives, ranging from 
hornblende-biotite-granodiorite to biotite granite. 
These rocks are collectively known as t 11e Admiralty 
Intrusi ves (Grindley and \,larren, 1964) and radiometric 
studies indicate th~t they were emplaced between 
385-300 Ma. The Gallipoli Porphyries may represent 
the extrusive equivalents of these plutons. Intrusives 
of a similar composition and age a re also known in the 
Fosdick Mountains of western Marie Byrd Land and on 
Thurston Island ( Wilbanks et al. 1972; Halpern, 1968). 
Isolated radiometric ages, falling wi t hin this 
period, have been reported f _:· om metamorphic and igneous 
roc k s in the South Orkney Islands and Antarctic Peninsula. 
The relationship of these deformed rocks, to the Borchgrevink 
tectonic province is not clear. 
There are four possible explanations for the absence 
of a pre-orogenic sedimentary phase in the Borchgrevin k 
tectonic prov ince. First, a pre-orogenic phase may never 
have been deposited. Secondly, it may have been removed 
by erosion, before the deposition of the Permian. Thirdly, 
' 
the sequence may exist and has not yet b Ee n found. Finally, 
it may exist, but has been wrongly identified. 
The Precambrian age for the Robertson Bay Group, 
quoted by Erliot (1975), is based solely on lithological 
correlation with sediments of the Beardmore tectonic 
province. Further investigations may reveal the 
Robertson Bay Group to be . younger than the Bowers Group 
and to represent the missing sedimentary stage. Similarly, 
in western Marie Byrd Land, the only direct evidence for 
the age of the eugeosynclinal sediments, is given by the 
middle Palaeozoic intrusions. A great deal more research 
needs to be accomplished in these areas and in the 
Antarct ic Peninsula region, before the full extent of 
the Borchgrevink tect onic province is delineated. 
E. The Wedde ll tectonic province. 
Various terms h ave been forwarded in the pas t to 
denote the regions around the margin of the ',Jedde ll 
Sea, which were deformed in the early Mesozoic. Craddock 
(1970) applied the term Ellsworth orogeny, to the early 
Mesozoic deformation in the Ellsworth Mountains. Ford 
(1972) described an early Mesozoic phase of deformation 
in the Pensacola Mountains, for which he suggested the 
name Wedde ll orogeny. Dalziel and Elliot (1973) 
delineated a Gondwania n orogeny, encompassing the early 
Me sozoic deformation of the Atlantic sector of the 
Pacific margin of Gondwanaland. Elliot (1975) went on 
to . include this activity in the Antarc tic, under the 
heading Gondwanian orogen. 
In the present work, the t 0rm weddell tectonic 
prqvince is introduced, because the writer feels that 
it does not imply preconceived no t ions of correlation with 
areas of early Mesozoic deformation in the other southern 
continents. Speculations on the correlation of Antarctic 
tectonic regions with those of the other southern 
continents, are presented in a later chapter . 
In the Antarctic Peninsula region, graywacke-shale 
sequences, thought to be contemporaneous and regarded as 
predominantly of upper Palaeozoic age, are widespr E. d 
(see fig. 7). In the South Shetland Islands, they 
comprise the Miers Bluff Sequence and in the South 
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Orkney Islands, the Graywacke-Shale Formation. The 
Trinity Peninsula Series however, is the mos t well 
documented. This crops out chiefly in the northern 
section of the Antarctic Peninsula around Hope Bay, 
but is considere.d to extend as far south as Alexander 
I s land (see fig. 7). The siltstone-shale sequence, 
exposed at the base of the Peninsula may be related to 
the Trinity Peninsula Series (Fraser and Grimley, 
1972). 
The Trinity Peninsula consists of 13000m of quartzose 
graywacke-shale and associated b asic volcanics (now 
metamorphosed to 'greenschist'). Plant microfossils 
found in the series at Hope Bay, indicat e a Carboniferous 
age. The lithology of all these deposits suggests a 
granitic source area, with subordinate metasediments •. 
Thick acid volcanics overlie the siltstone-shale sequence 
at Cape Wheeler (see fig. 7). 
In the Ellsworth and Pensacola Mountains, late 
Palaeozoic shallow marine sediments, including glacial 
strata, are exposed. In the Ellsworth Mountains, the 
glacio-marine ~/hi teout Conglomerate, is overlain 
conformably ·by the shallow marine Polestar Formation 
of Permian age. Further eas t in the Pens acola Mountains, 
the glacial Gale Mudstone is inferred to be older than 
the carbonaceous floodplain deposits of the Pecora 
Formation. 
Throughout the Transantarctic Mountains, late 
Palaeozoic and early Mesozoic strata, known as the 
Victoria Group, conformably overlie the Taylor Group 
and overstep the early Palaeozoic and Precarnbrian basement. 
Near the Beardmore Glacier , the strata compris e early 
Permian glacial beds. These are overlain by black shale, 
similar to that currently forming i n the Baltic Sea 
(Elliot, 1975). The shale unit is followed by a massive 
deltaic sandstone, which grades into a f l oodplain 
sequence with coals. The abund2.nt Glossopteris flora 
in the floodplain sequence indicates a mid-upper Permian 
age. In South Victoria Land, the floodp l ain sequence 
rests directly on the glacial strata. 
The Pe ,:'rnian Glossopteris bearing strata, between the 
S c ott Glacier and North Victoria Land are overlain by a 
t h i ck elastic seque nce, which accumulated in an alluvial 
plain environment. Lower Triassic vertebrate fossil s 
have been reported from the basal divisions of this 
sequence (Elliot, 1970). Near the Beardmore Gl a cier, 
volcanic detritus and airfall tuffs form the upper part 
of the succession. 
The late Palaeozoic strata of the South Orkney Islands, 
South Shet land Islands and Antarct ic Peninsula, suffered 
intense deformation in the early Permian. Upper Jurassic 
strata unconformably overlie these rocks in the Antarctic 
Peninsula. The fold axes are regionally subparallel to 
the trend of the Antarctic Peninsula. In the Ellsworth 
Mountains, the whole sequence of Precarnbrian-Permian 
strata appears to have been deformed for the first time 
in the early Mesozoic. Here the fold axes are parallel 
to the alignment of the mountain chain. 
Only in the Pensaco la Mountains, are rocks of the 
Beacon Supergroup involved in this period of deformation. 
The folding produced, is markedly at right angles to that 
in the Ellsworth Mountains and follows the trend of the 
underlying structures of the Ross and Beardmore tectonic 
provinces. There is also a noticeable decline in the 
intensity of the deformation, f rom west to east acros s 
the range. Elsewhere in the Transantarct ic Mountains, 
the effects of the early Mesozoic deformation and uplift, 
may be reflected in the palaeocurrent reversals, between 
the Permian and Triassic strata of the Victoria Group and 
the more restricted nature of the Triassic outcrops. 
Regiona l metamorphism accompanying the early Mesozoic 
deformation was slight, locally reaching upper greenschist 
facies in the Trinity Peninsula Series. Minor plutonic 
intrusions are recorded in the Ellsworth and Whitmore 
Mountains, which have been dated by Halpern (1 968 ) as 
upper Triassic - lower Jurassic. 
Tholeiitic igneous rocks however, are found in 
as~ociation with strata of the Beacon Supergroup in the 
Transantarctic Mountains (see fig. 7). Doleritic si1ls 
of the Ferrar Group are widespread, and basaltic lavas 
overlie the Victoria Group in the central Transantarctic 
Mountains and South Victoria Land. Lower Jurassic 
sediments are interbedded with these basalts and radiometric 
work indicates that this suite of rocks was emplaced between 
191-147 Ma. 
F. The Antarctic Peninsula tectonic province 
The regions forming the Pacific margin of West 
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Antarctica, which were subjected to orogenes is in the 
late Mesozo ic-early Cenozoic, have been described in 
detail by many authors (Hamilton, 19E~, 1967; Ravich, 
1968; Craddock, 1970 , 1972, 1975; iiavich and Grikurov, 
1972). In each case, the correlation of these event s 
with similar activity, taking place on the Pacific 
mar g ins of South America, remained a j ersistent theme. 
Katz (1973) however, illustrated the fundamental contr i sts 
in tectonic evolution between the South American Andes and 
the Antarctic Peninsula. He advocated that the usage of 
such terms as Antarctandes (Ravich, 1968 ) should be 
discontinued. Despite thi s, El liot (1975) refers to 
this region as the Andean orogen. 
Following on from Katz (1973), a new term, the 
Antarctic Peninsula tectonic province, is introdu ced to 
disti-n guish those regions of Wes t Antarctica, which 
suffered orogenesis in the late Mesozo ic-early Cenozoic. 
Marine Jurassic strata crop out in the southern section 
of the Antarc tic Peninsula and in eastern Ellsworth Land 
(see fig. 8). A thick sequence of shales , sandstones and 
siltstones overlain by 1000m of dacitic and andesitic lava 
flows, tuffs and agglomerate s, outcropping on the Lassiter 
Coast, has been dated as late Jurassic (Williams, 1972). 
Similar volcanic rocks interbedded with sediments containing 
middle-upper Jurassic faunas, also occur in the Behrendt 
Mountains of Ellsworth Land (see fig. 8). 
Late Mesozoic sediments are exposed throughout the 
Antarctic Peninsula. At Hope Bay (see fig. 8), a sequence 
of conglomerates, sandstones and dark shales, with well 
Antarctica, wh ich were subjected to orogenes is i n the 
late Mes ozoic-early Cenozoic, have b ee n described in 
detail by many authors (Hamilton, 1964- , 1967; Ravich , 
1968; Craddock, 1970, 1972, 1975; .riavich and Gr.ikurov, 
1972). In each c as e, the correlation of these event s 
with similar activity, tak ing place on the Pacific 
margins of South America , remaine d a ~e rsist e nt theme. 
Kat~ (1973) however, illustrated the fundamenta l contrists 
in tectonic evolution between the South Americ an Andes and 
the Antarctic Peninsu la. He advocated that the usage of 
such terms a s Antarctandes (Ravich, 1968) should be 
discontinued. Despite t his, El liot (1975) refers to 
this region as the Andean oroge n. 
Following on from Katz (1973), a new term, the · 
Antarctic Peninsula tectonic province, is introdu ced to 
dis-tins uish those regions of we st Antarctica, which 
suffered orogenesis in the late Mesozo ic-early Cenozoic. 
Marine Jurassi c strata crop out in the southern section 
of the Antarctic Peninsula and in eastern Ellsworth Land 
(see fig. 8). A thick sequence of sha les , sandstones and 
siltstones over l ain by 1000m of dac i ti c and andesitic lava 
flows, tuffs and agglomerates, outcropping on the Lassiter 
Coast, has been dated as late Jurassic (Williams, 1972). 
S imilar volcanic rocks interbedded with sediments containing 
middle-upper Jurassic faunas , also occur in the Behrendt 
Mount ains of Ellsworth Land (see fig. 8). 
Late Mesoz oic sediments a re exposed throughout the 
Antarctic Peninsula. At Hope Bay (see fig. 8), a sequence 
of conglomerates, sandstones and dark shales, with well 
pres erved plant remains, rests unconformably on the 
Trinity Peninsula Series. Katz (1 973 ) suggests a late 
Jurassic-early Cretaceous age for these sediments, on the 
b as is of the correlat ion of the. Hope Bay flora with the 
Raj maha l flora of the Indian neo-Gondwana format ions . 
In addition, several of the spec i es present, are common 
in the European Neocomian. The s e p l ant beds grade 
upwards into tuffaceous horizons and lava flows of 
calc-alkaline affinity. This u pper Jurass ic volcanic 
group, whi ch reaches a maximum thickness of 3000m, extends 
as far, south as 69°S. 
On the eastern side of the Antarc tic Peninsu la, there 
are exte ns ive outcrops of l ate Mes ozoic-early Ceno zoic 
sediments in the James Ross Island area (se e fig. 8). The 
lower 1500m of the sequence, which consists predomiLantly 
of conglomerate s, is overlain by thicker, more widespread 
and finer grained, elastic strata with Campanian ammoni ties. 
A sandstone-shale sequence, with granitic clast s, possibly 
derived from plutons intruded in the lat~ Mesozoic , ove ~' lies 
these Cretaceous rocks and is thought to be Eocene i n age . 
A Tithoni an-Neocomian sedimentary series crops out on 
Livingston Is·l and, in the South Shetland Islands and 
midd le Jurassic plant bearing beds are known on Snow 
Ts land. The Livingston Island sequence grades vertically 
from a marine to a continental facies, with calc-alkaline 
volcanicity. S imilar volcanic strata, exposed elsewhere in 
the South Shetland Islands, are als o regarded as upper 
Jurassic-Cenozoic in age. Isola~ ed outcrops of conglomerate, 
of late Mesozo ic age, have been reported from the South 
Orkney .Islands. 
I 
I I 
I i 
Shallow marine Jur as ~ic strata are found on the east 
coast of Alexander Island (see fig. 8), at Ab lation and 
Belemnite Points. Farther south, a thick shallow marine, 
elast ic sequence, with abundant volcanic detr i tus , known 
as Fossil Bluff Series, is exposed. These ro c k s have 
yielded a l a te Jurassic-early Cret ace ous flora and are 
considered by Horne (1967) to have accumulated in a 
deltaic-interdeltaic environme nt of a shoreline facies. 
Tuffaceous strata giving K-Ar. ages of 70 Ma and 
regarded as the extrusive equivale ~t of the late Mesozo ic 
plutonic intrusions, outcrops in we s~ ern Alexander Island. 
Scattered outcrop s of volcanic strata, generally regarded 
a s Late Me sozoic i n age, occur in Marie Byrd Land and in 
the Jones Mountains , felsic dykes cutting volcanic strata, 
have yielded Cretaceous ages. 
The orogenic activity associated with the Antarcti c 
Peninsula t ectonic province, differs fundamentally from 
a ll the know n pr evious phases of orogePesis in the Antar ~t jc . 
Regiona l metamorphism was largely absent and deformation 
only l ocally of importance. 1he orosenic act ivity is 
manife sted by widespread granodioritic plutonism and 
regional uplift in the late Me so zo ic. 
The Jurassic rocks of the Lassiter Coast and eastern 
Ellsworth Land, a re strong ly deformed and cut by thrusts. 
The fold axes are regional ly subparallel to the trend 
of the Antarctic Peni nsula. The deformation largely 
pre-dates the mid-Cretaceous phase of plutonism. Els ewhere, 
the late Me sozoic strata are only gently folded and faulted. 
Cale-alkaline plutonic intrusive rocks are widespread 
in the Antarct ic Peninsula, t he South She tland Islands 
and South Orkney Is lands. Radiometric data availab le 
for these intrusive rocks, indic ate s emplacement between 
early Jurassic-ear ly Cenozoic (160-45 Ma) . Late Mesozo ic 
plut onic intrusives are also found in f1arie Byrd Land 
and along the Ei shts Coas t (see fig. 8 ). The intrus ive 
activity was accompanied by regional uplift and block 
tectonics. 
G. Cenozoic volcanic provinces. 
Late Cenozoic volcanic rocks, of predominan tly basic 
c omposition crop out extensively in the Ross, Bor chgrevink 
and Antarctic Peninsula tectonic provinces. They are also 
known from the South Sand wich Islands and at one point on 
the coast of East Antarct ica (see fig. 9). There are 
records of activity extending back into the Miocene and 
i n some instances, notably the South Sandwich Islands 
and Ross Island, active volcanism continues a t the present. 
The s e areas of volcanicity are of considerable tectonic 
interest, since they indicate a number of distinc t tectonic 
environments. 
i) The South Sandwich Islands - an island arc, with 
active subduction and tholeiitic/calc-alkaline vo lcani sm . 
ii) The Antarctic Peninsula - a compos ite re 6 ion, 1vith 
initial tholeiitic/calc-alkaline volcanism, follo wed by 
more recent sub-alkaline activity. 
iii) Marie Byrd Land, Victoria Land, the Transantarct ic 
Mountains and Gaussberg - characterised by a l kal i volcanism. 
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i) The South Sandwich Islands 
A chain of vo l canic islands , lying along the 27°W
 
line of longitude, between 55-60°S, forms the eas
tern 
margi n of the Scotia Sea (see fig. 9). f his chain 
possesse s all the characteristics of a volcanic 
island arc, 
with an ocean trench to the east and a back-arc 
spreading 
centre to the west, in the Scotia Sea. Active s
ubduction 
is indicated by the volcanism and by earthquake 
focii, 
which lie along a plane, inclined westwards from
 the 
trench, beneath the arc, to a depth of 200km. T
he 
volcani c rocks associated with this subductiqn h
ave been 
described and interpreted by Baker ( 1968, 1972 ) . 
Quartz normative basalts, rich in alumin~, constitute 
the dominant rock type and the low potash conten
t of some 
of the basalts suggests an affinity with oceanic
 tholeiites. 
It -appears that a gradation from true tholeiitic
 t o calc-
alkaline volcanism is represented. Sea-floor ma
s netic 
anomolies in the eastern Scotia Sea, indicate th
at 
volcan ism associated with the South Sandwich arc
 may 
have begun about 8. O Ma, though the rocks exam
ined have 
so far yielded radiometric ages < 4.0 Ma. 
ii) The Antarctic Peninsula 
The Cenozoic volcanic rocks of the James Ross Is
land 
Volcanic Group, comprise basic lavas. Chemical a
nalysis of 
these rocks places them in the alkali basalt fie
ld. 
Baker (1 972) considered them to correspond to olivine 
tholeiites, because normatively they contain oli
vine and 
hypersthene. The available radiometric data, in
dicate 
that the ages of these rocks range from 4.6 - 1.
4 Ma. 
On the other side of the Antarctic Peninsula, Cenozoic 
volcan Lc rocks are more extensively developed, particularly 
in the South Shetland Islands, where the only active 
volcanoes of this region are found. The e arliest volcanic 
rocks of the South Shetland Islands, are regarded as Miocene 
in age. These lavas have been described as predominantly 
basalt ic andesites of tholeiitic affinity, together with 
calc-al kaline andesites. Younger volcanics in the same 
area show a more alkali trend in composition, comprising 
alkali olivine basalts and hawai ites. 1.L1hey are placed 
in the soda branch of the alkali basalt-trachyte grouu 
and are correlated with the James Ross Island Group ( ~ aker, 
1972). 
The earlier phase of volc a nism is thought to be 
associated with t he now inactive subduction zone dipping 
south east, beneath the South Shetland Islands, whereas 
the re c ent sub-alkali volcanism appears to be controlled 
by block tectonics and rifting. Strontium isotope rati os 
for these later volcanics, indicate derivation from the 
mantle. 
iii) Marie Byrd Land and Victoria Land 
The remaining Cenozoic volcanic rocks are normally 
assoc iated with a tensional environment of block tectonics 
and rifting. They consist mainly of alkali basalts and 
their derivatives and are developed chiefly in Marie Byrd 
Land and Victoria Land. 
In Marie Byrd Land these Cenozoic volcanics comprise 
a lower unit of subhorizontal flood basalts of alkali 
composition and breccias, up to 2500m thick and an upper 
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On the other s i de of the Antar c tic Peninsula, Ce nozoic 
volcan LC rocks are more extensively deve loped, particularly 
in the South She tland Islands, where the only active 
volcanoes of this region are found. The e ar liest volcanic 
rocks of t h e S outh Shetland Islands, are regarde d as Miocene 
in age. These lavas have been describe d as predominantly 
basalt ic andesites of tholeiitic affini ty, together with 
calc-alkaline andesites. Younger volc a nics in the same 
area show a more alkali trend in compo s ition , compris ing 
alkali olivine basal t s and hawai ites. fhey are placed 
in the soda branch of the alkali basalt-trachyte grouD 
and are correlated wi th the J ame s Ross Is land Group(. aker, 
1972). 
The earlie r phase of volc a n ism is thought to be 
associated with t h~ now inactive subduction z one dipping 
south east, beneath the South Shetland I s lands, whereas 
the r e c ent sub-alkali volcanism appears to be controlled 
by block tectonics and rifting. Strontium isotope ratios 
for these later volcanics, indicate derivation from the 
mant le. 
iii) Marie Byrd Land and Victoria Land 
The r emai ning Cenozoic volcanic rocks are normally 
assoc iated with a tensional environment of block tectonics 
and rifting. They consist main ly of alkali basalts and 
their derivatives and are developed chief ly in Marie Byrd 
Land and Victoria Land. 
In Ma~ie Byrd Land t hese Cenozoic vo l canics comprise 
a lower unit of subhorizontal flood basalts of alkali 
composition and breccias, up to 2500m thick and an upper 
unit of stratovolcanoes with felsite flows and pyroclastics. 
The volc a nism may have begun in the Eocene, though the 
state of dissection, exhibited by the majority of the 
volcanoe s, sugges ts a late Cenozoic age. LeMasurier (1969) 
considers the alignment of the stratovolcanoes, which 
suggests a rectangular block-fault system, to be analogous 
to the system of East African rifts. 
Olivine basalts and breccias are also found in the 
J 0nes Mount a ins and Hudson Mountains of the Eights Coast; 
eastern Ellsw orth Land, )where they are dated at 6.0 Via; 
south west Lrn Alexander Island and Peter I Island, which 
may be as old a s 13 Ma ( see fig. 9). 
In South Victo .cia Land, stratovolcanoes with subaerial 
lava flows and pyroclastics, ranging in composition from 
olivine-pyroxene basalt to anorthosite trachyte, form 
the I1cI1urdo volcanic province. Similar rocks are found 
farther north between Mount Overlord and Mount Melbourne. 
In North Victoria Land, the Hal let volcanic province consists 
o f 2 500 m oi palagonitic breccias and alk ali basalt lav a 
flovrn. 
A late Cenozoic volcano of extremely K-rich leucitic 
basalt, has been reported from Gaussberg in eastern 
Antarct ica and olivine b asalt lava flows of a similar 
age are found in the Transantarctic Mountains, near the 
head of the Scott Glacier • . 
Chapter 4 The tectonic evolution of Antarc tica 
The subdivision of Antarctica into two ma jor regions, 
one the East Antarctic shield, comprising a Precambrian to 
early Palaeozoi c metamorphi c complex, overlain unconformab ly 
by late Precambrian and Palaeozoic platform sediments and 
the other, West Antarctica, consisting of a series of 
Palaeozoic and Mesozoic tectonic provinces, is of fundamental 
importance to an understanding of the continent's tectonic 
history. 
Superimposed upon this twofold division however, is a 
maj or s tructura l discontinuity, corresponding rough ly to 
the abrupt chanEe in crustal thic ~ness, along the front 
of the Transantarctic Mountains. To the eas t of this line, 
over the region including the East Antarctic shie ld and 
much of the Beardmore, Ross and Borchgrevink tectonic 
provinces, the crust is between 35-45 km thick, whereas 
to the west, in the ~Jeddel l and Antarctic Peninsula· 
te.ctonic provinces, the crust is only 25-30 km thick. 
Despite extensive research, the precise nature of t h is 
bound~ry remains a matter of conjecture. 
'I111e western part of the continent appears to be 
co~posed of at least three blocks (see fig. 2) of roughly 
equa l size, centered in the El lsworth Mountains; the 
Antarctic Peninsu la and Ellsworth Land and Marie Byrd 
Land respectively. Although these blocks are at present 
11 welded 11 together, it is important to realise that their 
geographical positions relative to one another and to the 
East Antarctic shield, may not always have remained constant. 
Russian tectonic geolo~ists seek to explain these 
blocks as fragments of Precambrian cr;ystalline basement, 
modified by later epicratonic processes. Cther workers , 
notably Craddock (1970, 1972 , 1975) and Elliot (1975) 
regard Antarct ic tectonic evolution in terms of a series 
of mobile belts, some of 1vhich may have been in part 
epicratonic, that were a ccreted latera lly onto the 
Pacific margin of the East Antarctic shield. 
In this piece of work, neither of these interpretations 
is considered to be wholly acceptable. A new scheme 
combinin g these two ideas is presented, which more closely 
satisfies the rigorous conditions imposed by the current 
state of geo logical knowledge of the Antarctic. 
From the late Precambrian to the early I'1esozo1'c, a 
series of tectonic provinces, were accreted laterally onto 
th-e Pacific margin of the East Antarctic shield. The locus 
of sedj nentation migrated successively away from the Eas t 
Antarctic shield. Thus, although the earliest sedime nts 
may _have been in part epicratonic, the later s~diments 
were deposited partly upon a basement comp~sed of rocks 
of the preceeding tectonic cycle and partly on >ceanic crust. 
The break-up of Gondwanaland, which began in the early 
Mesozoic resulted in the fragmentation of the Pacific 
margin of Antarctica and radically changed the tectonic 
environment. These fragments, represented today by the 
upstanding blocks of \.Jest Antarctica, were modified by 
epicratonic processes associated with the development of 
the Antarctic Peninsula tec0onic province. In the late 
Cenozoic, volcanic activity in West Antarctica and Vic toria 
Land, suggest s the initiation of a tensional enviEonment 
of block tectonics and rifting , which continues t o operat e 
at the present. 
The East Antar~tic shie ld c6nsist s of a high grade 
metamorphic te r rain, intrud( d by a wide variety of plutonic 
i gne ous rocks. Isotopic and structural analyses of these 
rocks indicate a complex geo logical history , but a t present, 
the lack of information precludes the de lineation of 
i ndivi dual tec t oni c provi nces within the shield. 
Charnockites from Enderby Land, dated at 3000 Ma , 
constitute the oldest know n rocks in Antarc t ica, but in 
general,Archsan ge olo gy is sparse l y recorded. An Archean 
bas eme nt, of granitic composition however, is thought to 
have formed betwee n 2800-2600 Ma . In the Prince Char~es 
Mountains, granit ic rock s of this age , are overlain 
unconformably by supracrustal metasediments, which inc l ~de 
banded ironstones. The consol i dation of these Archean 
regions , accompanied by granuli t e metamorphism and the 
formation of enderbites and charnockites, was completed 
by the early Proterozoic. 
In the middle Proterozoic, li near belts of the Archean 
were remobil i sed and suffered retrogressive metamorphism 
to amphibolite and greensthis t facies. There are scattered 
records of a second period of reworking between 1200-1000 Ma, 
referred to as the Nimrod orogeny. Undeformed late 
Pre cambrian platform sediments, possibly as old as the 
middle Proterozoic, rest unconformably on both the Archean 
baseraent and middle Proterozoic mobile belts. 
In the late Proterozoic, a series of sedimentary troughs 
I 
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formed along the line of the Transantarctic Mount a ins. In 
thes e basins, deep water sediments, derived from the Eas t 
Antarctic shield began to accumula te. There is evidence 
from the Nimrod S lacier regi on, that the initial phase 
of sedimentation occurred in a shallowe r epicratonic 
environment, though the bulk of the sediment p ile c ompri s r: s 
a deep water s equence of graywac ke-shale. Bas ic v olcani c 
rocks, including basaltic pillow lavas, are interbedded 
with deep wate r sediments in the Patuxent Formation of the 
Pensaco l a Mountains and the Robertson Bay Group of North 
Victoria Land. It should be stressed however, t hat the 
precise a ges of these units and their relationship to 
the othe r late Precambrian sequences, are open t o question. 
In the central Transantarctic Mount a ins, felsic , 
volc anics overlie the graywacke-shales and indicate that 
the -troughs had either become filled with s e diment, or 
been uplifted, by the time i gneous ac tivit y commenced. 
All these sedimentary and volcanic sequences, wi th 
the ~xception of the Robertson Bay Group, whobe ge is 
uncertain,were deform "' d before the onset of Cambrian times. 
Structura l data from South Vic t ori a Land, sugp;ests that 
the deformation was, at l eas t locally , polyphase. This 
uplift and deformation was accompanied by the emp l acement 
of granodioritic intrusions, which reach batholithic 
proportions and regional metamorphism to low grade. These 
features are typically associated with compressive margins 
and active subduction. 
By the close of the rrecambrian, a period of erosion, 
which succeeded the orogenic phase of the Beardmore tectonic 
province, had reduced the relief of the area to a gent l y 
undulating plain. In the early Cambrian, renewed su
bsidence 
along the Pac ific margin of East Antarctica, enabled
 a 
shallow sea to transgress eastwards across the eroded
 
Beardmore tectonic province,onto the shield. In the
 region 
of the central Transantarct ic Mountains , an extensiv
e 
carbonate platform developed , within this shallow ep
icontinental 
sea . Subsidence appears to have kept pace with sedim
entation, 
throu ghou t tbe Cambrian, permitting the accumulation
 of 
9000m of carbonate sedi ments. -S l sewhere, in the Pen
sacola 
Mountains and South Victoria Land, elastic sediments
, 
derived from the Eas t Antarctic shield predominate o
ve r the 
carbonates. 
In the Pensacola and Horlick Mountains, this phase o
f 
sedimentat~on was terminated by the extrusion of fels
ic 
and rhyolitic volcanics. Once again this sug~ests th
at 
deposition had ceased and that uplift had started, b
y the 
time i gneous activity began . The presence of elastic
 
sediments in the higher levels of the carbonate sequ
ence 
of ~he central Transantarctic Mountains, a lso indic a
tes 
the initiation of a period of uplift, towards the en
d of 
the Cambrian. 
Shallow marine sediments were deposited in the Ellsw
orth 
Mountains, contemporaneously with the sediments of t
he Ross 
tectonic province. The rocks of this r e gion, though
 
bearing marked lithological . similarities to those in
 the 
Transantarctic Mountains, display a tectonic history
 in 
complete contras t to that known for the Transantarc
tic 
Viountains. They were first deformed in the early M
esozoic, 
during the period of orogenesis associated with the 
I 
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Jedde ll tectonic province. This s u pp orts the idea, that 
the Ellsworth Mountains are not now in the same position, 
relative to East Antarctica and the remainder of West 
Ar~arctica , that they occupied in the early Palaeozoic. 
They may have been rotated, from a position on the 
present north eastern margin of the vledde ll See ., during 
the break-up of Gondwanaland. 
A lower Palaeozoic deep water facies, on the seaward 
margin of this epicontinental shelf, has not been identified 
with certainty. The graywacke-sbale sequence of Marie 
Byrd Land however, mav in part, be Cambrian i1;1 age, th ough 
this sequence was not affected by the Ross orogeny . These 
rocks, like those of North ~ ic toria Land, were first 
deformed in the middle Palaeozoic by orogenic movements 
associated with the Borchgrevink tectonic province. This 
structural re lationship between Marie Byrd Land and North 
Victoria Land, indicates that the two regions may once 
have formed part of a single province, disrupted during 
the frigmentation of Gondwanaland, in the Mesozoic. 
Orogenesis in the early Palaeozoic (the Ross oroge ,1y) 
affected rocks ' throughout the Transantarctic Mountains. 
Only in the ~l lsworth Mountains, North Victoria Laud and 
possibly Marie Byrd Land, did rocks of this age, escape 
orogenesis. ~egional metamorphism to low grade, reaching 
amphibolite facies in South Victoria Land, was accompanied 
by deformation and the intrusion of a suite of granodioritic 
plutons (Granite Harbour Series ). Widespread thermal 
reactivation of the margins of the East Antarctic shield 
also occurred at this time, but the relationship of this 
activity to the Ross orogeny in the Transantarctic Mountains 
is not clear. 
The sequence of events inferred for the Ross tectonic 
province, bears a close s i milarity to that shown in the 
preceeding section for the Beardmore tectonic province. 
It is i nteresting to n ot e that though t he site of 
sedimentation and active margin of Eas t Antarctica migrated 
westwards , the locus of orogenesis, which conclud i the 
deve lopment of the t wo provinces, appears to have remaine d 
constant. Th e full extent of the Ros s orogeny however, 
may h ave been obscured by later activity. 
No rec ords of rocks dating from the middle Ordovician -
I 
middle Silurian are known from the Transant arcti c ifountains 
and it is presumed that t hroughout this region the period 
was characterised by erosion and non-deposition. Sedimept -
ation r e commenced in the early Devonian, with t he accumulation 
of shallow mari ne and non-marine deposits ~n South Victoria 
Land and the !J imrod Glacier region. Only in the El " :,worth 
Mo· ntains, where an apparent ly unbroken ? rec ambria.1-.Permian 
sedimentary sequence exists, a re rocks dating from the 
Ordovician and Si l urian inferred, with any degree of 
certainty, to be represented. 
In .Marie Byrd Land however, a minimum age for the 
graywacke-shale sequence of the Fosdick Mountains, i s 
given by i gneous intrusions. r hus, deep wate r post-Cambrian, 
pre-middle Devonian sediments may be present in this 
succession. In addition, the late Precarnbr ian age for 
the graywacke-shales of the Robertson Bay Group is based 
purely on lithological correlation with sequences associated 
with the Beardmore tectonic province. The possibility that 
these rocks may be younger tha,:{ the Cambrian Bowers Group 
of North Victoria Land, cannot be dismissed. 
In the middle Palaeozoic, the rocks of both Marie 
Byrd Land and North Victoria Land suffered deformation, 
i gneous intrusion and low grade metamorphism. The 
structural trends produced during this period of orogenesis 
(the Borchgrevink orogeny) are coincident -i r.i the two 
regions. This supports the hypothesis that Marie Byrd 
Land and North Victoria Land formed a single tectonic 
region at this time. The limited geophysical information 
from the sediments in the Ross Sea, indicates a structural 
trend discordant to that of the Borchgrevink orogeny, which 
may have been produced at a later date. The uplift 
associated with the Borchgrevink orogeny may have been, 
responsible for the marked interruption in deposition, 
between the Tay 1or and Victoria Groups of the 1rransant arctic 
Mountains. 
The limit ~d extent and disrup ~ed nature of the 
Borchgrevink tectonic province, inhibits the understanding 
of this period of the continent's tectonic evolution. Th ere 
is however, sufficient evidence to postulate the existence 
of an active compressive marsin on the l)acific border of 
the continent, between Marie Byrd Land and North Victoria 
Land, in the middle Palaeozoic. The possible ex tension 
of this margin towards the Antarctic Peninsula, where a 
few middle Palaeozoic igneous and metamorphic radiometric 
ages have been obtained, is at present uncertain. 
Rocks of the succeeding upper Palaeozoic and e ..rly 
Mesozoi·c crop out on a more widespread scale and are 
I 
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relatively well documented. Thick sequences of graywacke ..... 
shale, with basic volcanics, were deposited in the 
Carboniferous and early Permian, in the South Orkney and 
South ShetlAnd Islands and along tpe Antarctic P8ninsula. 
Further east, in the Ellsworth Mountains, Carboniferous 
marine g l acial sediments, overlain by Fermian floodplain 
deposits, complete the unbroken Precambrian-Permian 
sedimentary succession in that region. 
In the Transantarctic Mountains, early Permian glacial 
sediments rest on the undisturbed Devonian Taylor Group. 
These glacials are succeeded .by shallow water carbonaceous 
I 
fl oodplain deposits, which yield an abundant middle-upper 
Permian Glossopteris flora. Between the Scott Glacier and 
North Victoria Land, sedimentation continued into the 
Triassic. Here, elast ic alluvial p l a in sediments began 
to accumulate, which contained a significant volcanic 
element by the close of the Triassic. 
Orogenesis affected the rocks around the present 
margins of the weddel l Sea, in the early Mesozoic. 
'2:hroughout the Transantarctic Mountains, sedimentation 
continued undisturbed by these movements, ex ce p t for the 
western section of- the Pensacola Mountains, which was 
deformed in the late Permian. Elliot (1 975) stressed 
the significance of the early Mesozoic orogenesis, in the 
understanding of the Pacific margin of Antarctica. It is 
the youngest event, pre-dating the break-up of Gondwanaland. 
Assuming the present geographical configuration of 
\-lest Antarctica to have remained constant, it is difficult 
to relate the structural trends of the Weddell tectonic 
province to a single orogenic episode. The discordant 
early Mesozoic structura l trends, together with the 
ab s8nc e of late Precambrian and Palaeozoic deformation 
in the Ellsworth Mountains, provide compel ling evidence 
for the suggestion that the Ellsworth Mountains have not 
always occupied the same position. By rotating this 
'block ', to a position on the north east coast of the 
Wedde ll Sea, it is possible to envisage the development 
of a compressive margin, along the Pacif ic border of 
the Antarctic continent, throughout the upper Palaeozoic. 
This culminated in a period of orogenesis in the ear ly 
Mesozoic. 
Rocks disrupted by the ear ly Mesozoic orogeny, are 
overlain unconformably by shallow marine Jurassic sediments 
in the Antarctic Peninsula. In the ?ensacola Mountains 
they are cut by a basic intrusion of Jurassic age (tb e 
Dufek Massif ). This major pluton is related to the 
extensive development of Jurassic tholeiites, throughout 
the Transantarctic Mountains, associated with the rifting 
of Gondwanaland and fragmentation of the Pacific margin of 
Antarctica. · This is complicated by the emplace ment of 
post-orogenic granitic intrusions in the Antarctic 
Peninsula. Insipient rifting, prior to the opening of the 
Weddell Sea, may have occurred at this time. 
After the early Mesozoic orogeny, several locaJJised, 
partly fault-bounded basins were formed along the Antarctic 
Peninsula and in eastern Ellsworth Land. Throughout the 
Jurassic and Cretaceous, these basins became filled with 
terrestrial and shallow marine sediments of variable 
thickness. Strong subsidence in the lower Cretac eous, 
during the deposition of the Legoupi l Formation, may 
reflect an ear ly stage in the development of the 
Bransfield rift structure ( Katz, 1973). A similar 
tectonic setting can be inferred for the upper Jurassic-
lower Cretaceous sediments of south eastern Alexander 
Island. 
Late ?lesoz oic orogenesis along the Pacific bord.er 
of Antarctica is manifested in widespread granodioritic 
plutonism, accompanied by regional uplift and block 
tectonics. Only on the Lassiter Coas t and in eastern 
Ellsworth Land are - compressive movements, pre-dating 
the igneous intrusions, recorded. The late Cretaceous 
sediments of James Ross Island, remained essentially 
undisturbed. This marks a change in the regional tectonic 
setting from a 'Pacific type' continental margin, with 
an active subduction zone, to a more stable ' Atlantic 
type' continental margin, undergoing extension and 
rifting (Mitchell and Reading, 1969). 
Fu~ther uplift in t he Ceno z oic was acco~panied by 
faulting and longitudinal rifting along the sides of the 
Antarctic Penin~ula and the extrusion of great volumes 
of sub-alkali basaltic igneous rocks. No marine Tertiary 
deposi ts are known from the Antarctic Peninsula, though 
a consirlerable amount of erosion must have taken place 
to expose the plutons. The depositional bas ins associated 
with this erosion are presumably situated in the present 
sea-covered areas, surroundingthe P eninsula, where they 
have undergone little if any deformation. On the western 
side of the Peninsula, it is possible that sediment s in 
'I 
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the Bellingshausen Sea , date b ack to the Jurassic, whe n 
subduction along the Pacific margin of Antarctica, is 
thought to have ceas P i. 
At least two separate basins~ containing Cenozoic 
deposits, have been located by dril ling in the Ross Sea 
and in Wes t Antarctica, geophysical data sugGests the 
presence of Cenozoic sedimen : s in the Byrd Subglacial 
Bas in (Drewry, personal communication, 1977). Although 
no Cenozoic sediments are known around the margins of the 
East Antarctic shield, Drewry (personal communication, 
1977) considers that Cenozoic sediments are represented 
in the Wilkes Basin. 
The development of the Scotia Sea, which began in 
the Cenozoic, continues today with the eruption of 
I 
thole i itic to calc-alkaline volcanics in the South 
Saniwich Islands. Back-arc spreading is also taking place, 
to the west of this island arc, in the eastern basin of 
the Scotia Sea. In Victoria Land and Marie Byrd Land 
the extrusion of alkali basalts, indicates a contrasting 
tectonic environment, ana logous to the rift system of 
East Africa. The alkali basalts of the Scott Glacie r 
region and Gaussb e rg, accompanied the Cenozoic block 
tectonic uplift of the transantarctic Mountains and the 
margins of the East Antarctic shield. In the Antarctic 
Feninsu la, the earlier tholeiitic to calc-alkali volc qnism 
may be related to the inactive spreading centre in Drake 
Passage, whereas the later volcanism of sub-alkali type 
is associated with rifting along the margins of the 
Antarctic Peninsula. 
I I 
Chapte r 5 Antarc tica and the concept of G
ond1..;an aland 
Since the early reconstructions of Wegene
r (1915 ) and 
Du Toit (1937), Antarctica has occupied a unique an
d vital 
position within Gond~analand , the ~ onjectured late Pa
laeozoic 
supercontinent of Suess (1906 ) . It forms the centr
e piece 
of the j igsaw , to which all the other southern contine
nts, 
Pfrica, South Amer i c a , I ndia and Aus t~ali
a, are once t hough t 
to have been attached. Thus, no interpre
tation of the 
tectonic evolution of Antarctica would be
 complete , wj_., out 
some reference to the continent's role i n
 t he development 
of Gondwanaland. 
Knowledge of t h e ge ological constraints w
hich Antarctica 
imposed upon these early morpholo gical fi
ts, was severe l y 
limited. Even so, it is interesting to n
ote that the most 
accurate reconstructions t oday, are cons
idered to be those 
which on l y slightly modify Du Tait's work
. Geophysical 
investigations in the Southern Ocean, tog
ether with 
detailed geological mapping in Antarctica
, especially sinc e 
the International Geophysic a l Year, have 
great ly improved 
our understanding of the continent's histo
ry. Yet despite 
this, the sam.pl~ng, by comparison with th
at of other 
continents, remains spars e and inadequate
 and as illustrat e d 
in the previous chapter, many of the idea
s about Antarctic 
~e ctonics are speculative. 
In the 1950's, it became apparent from wo
rk carried 
out on the ocean floors, that not only th
e continents, but 
also the ocean basins themselves, were 'd
rifting '. In 
view of this, the hypothe s is of continen
tal drift, put 
forward by Wegener (1915), was replaced by a more 
appropriate term - p late tectonics. If t
hey are to be 
considered valid , modern reconstructions must be fra:~d 
within the context of the three types of plate bounJary 
that are thought to exist, compressive, tensiona l and 
conservative. 
The geologica l frara.evrnrks of the southern continents 
are broadly similar. Bach conprises a base ment of 
crystalline rocks, partially overlain by younger, 
undefor~ed cover successions. Although these crystalline 
basements are composed almost whol ly of Precaobrian rocks, 
they are traversed by a network of tectonic provinces, 
which were not stabi lised until the early ?alaeozoic. 
Around the present margins of the continents, the 
basements are covered by Phanerozoic sediments, deposited 
in basins, some of which display features associated with 
orogenesis. 
It is the ref ,_re sugc;es ted, that the tectonic evolution 
of 1,_ntarctica, should be viewed as an intee;ral part of the 
tectonic evolution of the present Southern Hemisphere. In 
doing this, it is possible to distinguish four major stages 
of develop:c-1ent, vihich are outlined below. 
a) ~ ,j_1 :. G L,' 1 0 _ ... ,.;._J •· '.2l1e for nati.on of the Precambrian cratons 
(Archean-middle Proterozoic). 
b) ,, '1[.r' --:· 2 0 .L .. _\..]"-., • The consolidat ~. on of Gondwanaland (late 
Proterozoic - early ?alaeozoic). 
c) ~'].1,,.G.i 3. Gondwanaland as a single unit (middle 
Palaeozoic-e a rly Mesozoic). 
d) STAGE 4. The break-up of Gondwanaland (Mesozoic-
Recent)~ 
a) .sr1\iG:S 1. The formation of the Precambrian cratons 
'flle crystalline basements of each of the soutnern 
continents, contain a number of equidimensi ona l nuclei i 
of older .Precambri a n rocks, wh ich have reriaine d essent ially 
stable, throughout the late Pre c ambrian and Phanerozoic. 
Thes e re gi ons are overlain by extensive cover successions 
and are termed Precambrian cratons ( see fig . 10) . The 
cratons are compo sed of tw o fundamentally different 
tectonic units i .e . Archean provi n r· e s, which were stabi lise d 
by about 2600 Ma and early and middle Froterozoic linear 
be lts, which were stabilised at variou s times betwee n 
1800-1000 Ha. Three cratons have been identified in 
Africa and one is known from each of South A~erica, India 
and Australi a . It is no t yet possible to outline cratonic 
regions in Antarctica, though it would be reasonable to 
assume that the Eas t Antarc tic shield is compose d of a t 
least one major craton. 
The A.rchean provi nces, of the cratons, have much in 
com:'."non. I~ach appears to consist largely of granit ic or 
mi~matitic rocks, incorporating irregular greenst one belts, 
made up of s lightly metamorphosed supracrustal sediments 
and volcanics . The granites frequently yield radiometric 
ages in excess of 3000 Ma and are amongst.the oldes t 
dated rocks on earth. The inclus ion of xenoliths of 
met rnediment in these granites, in the Transvaal Province 
of the Kalahari craton, provide s evidence for pre-existing 
host rocks. 
The greenstone belts, which are frequently aligned 
(e .g. in the Archean regions of the Kalahar i and Congo 
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cratons, they trend roughly east-west), yield minimum 
ages of about 3000 Ma . Typically, the calc-a l kali 
volcanic rocks, intruded by ultramafics, which predominate 
at the base of the greenstone succession, are overlain by 
ir:unature elastic sediments. 
The intense deformat ion and low Grade met amorphism, 
accompanied by the intrusion of K-rich granites, has obscured . 
the relationship of the greenstone belts to the older 
granitic crust. It is general ly held however, that the 
granitic terrain surrounding t he greenstone belts, includes 
remobilised pre-greenstone belt baseme nt. 
A variety of models have been proposed for the 
development of the Archean crust (Anhaeusser, C.L{. and 
Mason, R. et al. 1969; Gilkson, A.Y. 1971; Green, D.H. 1972). 
In this study, the model put forward by Anhaeussur et. al. 
(19691 is preferred, in which the greenstone belts developed 
in fault-bounded troughs, on a thin granitic crust, which 
was thickened by sialic underplating about 3000 Ma. 
As soon as these i1.rchean provinces had been stabilised 
and planed down by erosion, extensive platform sediments 
began to accumulate . The deposition of t he Jitwatersrand 
System o.f the 'I'ransvaal ?rovince, corn.menced about 2800 11a, 
whereas in Australia, deposition of the Mount Bruce Super-
group in the lJu llagine cratonic basin, occurred between 
2200-2000 11a. Banded ironstones are typically included 
in these cratonic sequences. 
Throughout the early and middle Prot erozoic, a network 
of tectonic provinces developed around the margins of the 
stable Archean re Bi.ons. Al i hough radiom ~ric data are 
widely scattered, there appears to be a concentration of 
ages between 2000-1800 .l'la (e.g. the Ubendian-Rusizian 
belt of west ern Tanzania and the Halls Creek belt of 
Australia), and 1200-1000 l1a (e.g. the Karagwe-Ankole 
belt of East Africa). 
The striking similarity of geologica l development in 
the early Precambrian, is wel l displayed in the southern 
continents. In Antarctica, the Precambrian record is 
sparsely documented and tectonic geologists should be 
wary of makinf premature correlations of events known 
in Antarctica with those outlined above. 
The question inevitably arises, as to whether there 
is enough ju3tification for the extension of the operation 
of plate tectonics, well documented from the late 
Phanerozoic, into the early Phanerozoic and Precambrian. 
Although no definite answer is as yet forthcoming, it 
does appear that by the end of the Archean, large 
continental sized masses were in existence. The available 
palaeomagnetic data suggests that these masses were moving, 
both relative to each other and to the poles. r.rhis however, 
need not necessarily indicate that the style of tectonics 
v-1hich is thought to have operated in the late Phanerozoic, 
can be extended back into the Proterozoic. 
b) STAGE 2. The consolidation of Gondwanaland. 
The late Precarnbrian and early Palaeozoic period, was 
marked by extensive stabilisation of the crust. In Africa, 
these events are collectively referred to as the Pan 
African; in South America, it is known as the Brazilide; 
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in Aus tralia, as the Adelaidian; in India, as the Indian 
Ocean orogeny and in Antarctica as the ~os s-Beardmore. 
These tectonic provinces , which developed contemporaneously , 
formed a network enc losing the relat ively small, pre-existing 
cratons (see fig. ,1). 
Nearly half of the crystalline b asement of Africa 
appears to have been affected by orogenes is in the l ate 
Precambr ian and ear ly Palaeozoic. Along the east coast 
of Africa, between Mozambique and sout11ern Egypt, portions 
of a wide north-south t ec tonic 1 ~ovince are exposed which 
yield metamcrphi c ages in the 700-400 Ma range. This . 
belt commonly displays a high metamorphic grade and is 
thought to constitute a linear zone of remobilised basement. 
~here is a conspicuous absence of supracrustal sediments 
throughout most of this belt, though this may be a feature 
of the l~vel of eros ion. A less well documented tectonic 
province is known along the west coast, from Niger ia to 
Angola. 
Thes~ t wo major north-sou~h z ne s, are linked by an 
arcuate tectoni c province, which se 9a rates the Congo and 
:Kalahari cratons . . 1rhis province conprises portions of 
the Damaran , Katangan and Lufilian be lts, which were 
variously stabilised b et·,1een 720-420 f·Ja. 
In South Amer ica, there i s a zone of reworking ( t he 
Brazilides) along t he eastern margin of the South Amer ican 
craton. This lines up wel l with the activity in the We st 
Congo (see fig. 11). On the the wes t e rn margin of this 
craton, ear ly Palaeozoic supracrustal sediments are 
exposed; though evidence for oro genic activity has been 
obscured by later events, associated with the Andean 
tectonic province. 
The Indian Ocean orogeny (600-500 Ma) affected the 
extreme southern atid south east~rn coastal regions of the 
Indian Peninsula and Sri Lanka. In Australia, the 
Precambrian craton is flanked on the east by the Adelaide 
tectonic province, which was subjected to orogenesis 
between 570-500 Ma. 
Finally, in Antarctica two distinct, but closely 
related, tectonic provinces developed along the Pacific 
margin of the East Antarctic shield. \,' i d.espread thermal 
reactivation of the margins of the East Antarctic shield 
also took place at this time. The correlation of the 
Ade laide tectonic province with the Ross tectonic pr~vince, 
is often cited as evidence for the former union of 
Australia and Antarctica. It should be noted that the 
period of oro genes is associated with former, is olde' 
than that of the latter. In this respect, it is important 
to realise, tnat although deformati cn or igneous intrusion 
represented particular stages in the development of a 
tectonic province, the manifestation of these stages need 
not necessarily have been synchronous throu~hout the 
province. 
With the exception of the Katancan, al l these tectonic 
provinces coincide with the present margins of the main 
continenta- masses, whereas the Precambrian cratons form 
the interiors. Read and Watson (1975) concluded that 
when the break-up of Gondwanaland occurred, the rifts formed 
preferentially along the lines of these tectonic provinces, 
and not across the stable Precambrian crat ons. 
c) STAGE 3. Gondwanaland as a sing le unit. 
As a result of the l ate Precambrian and ear ly 
Palaeozoic orogene sis, the previously separated Precambrian 
era.tons were 'welded ' together to form a single, large r 
stable unit~ Gondwanaland (see fig. 12). Palaeomagnet ic 
data indicates that throughout the re mainde r of the 
Pa aeozoic, Gondwana l and drifted across the Southern 
He misphere. Orogenic activity was confin~ d to peripheral 
tectonic provinces, developing chiefly on the leading edges 
of this supercontinent, t ;1ereas in t he interior extensive 
platform sequences accumulated in a series of shal l ow 
basins. 
The evolut ion of the peripheral tectonic provinces 
is best displayed in eastern Australia, where a series 
of marginal troughs developed throughout the mid-upper 
Palaeozoic. At least six phases of orogenesis have 
been identified in this region, between the Silurian and 
the Perrnian. In general the centres of activity appear 
to have ~r~1ually misrated eastwards, as successive 
tectonic provinces were accreted laterally onto the 
margins of the Australian craton. 
In Antarctica, the sequence of events is less wel l 
known. It is suggested on page 5 0 that the Pacific margin 
of Antarctica may have been fragmented during the break-up 
of Gondwanaland. Nevertheless, two tectonic provinces, 
be 
separated both in time ard space, can"distinguished. 
The Borchgrevink tectonic province was subjected to 
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orogenesis in the mid-Palaeozoic and Weddell tectonic 
province, in the e arly Mesozo ic . 
In contras t to the preceeding stage, Africa s•ems 
to have remained relatively free £ram orogenesis during 
this period. An east -west, marginal trough developed in 
the late Palaeozoic across the southern tip of the 
continent. Sedimentation in this trough, was terminated 
by orogenesis in the early Triass ic (C ape Orogeny). In 
north wes t Africa, marginal sedimentation appears to 
have commenced in the early l_)alaeozoic. Here, the r.iain 
phase of orogenesis took place in the late Palaeozoic, 
but a scattering of radiometri c ages between 500-200 Ma, 
indicates the possibility of other, earlier and later, 
periods of activity. 
Mid and upper Palaeozoic rocks crop out a~ound the 
western and southern margins of the South Ameri can era.ton. 
In the Sierra de la Vencana of Argentina, these rocks 
1;1ere subjected to orogenesis in the early Viesozoic. 
Elsewhere, the ~ffe cts of this and other possibly earlier 
01·ogenies, have been partly or completely rn asked by later 
events associated with the Andean tectonic province. 
Platform sediments of mid-Palaeozoic age are sparsely 
developed over Gondwanala nd. They occur in a number of 
embayoents extending eastwards across the South Americ ;:, n 
era.ton; in North Africa; Arabia; northern India; central, 
northern and western Australia and in the central 
Transantarctic Mountains of Antarctica. They are dominantly 
shallow marine, though terrestrial sedimentation is recorded 
in the AmRdeus Basin of c entral Australia. 
lhis pattern of sedimentation was disrupted by a 
major period of continental glaciation in the Fermo-
Carboniferous which affected all the southern continents. 
King (1957) considered that the maximum centres of this 
glaciation were not contemporaneous but sequential from 
west to east, as the supercontinent drifted across high 
southern latitudes. ·I1he glacial beds are characteristic 3.lly 
associated with continental sediments in the interior, 
whereas towards the margins glacio-marine sediments are 
locally developed. 
After glaciat ion, sedimeritation in the interior 
continued in a series of vast basins e.g. the Great Karo o 
Basin of southern Africa, or the Paxana Basin of southern 
Brazi l. In Antarctica, the equivalent deposits are 
represented by the Victori a Group of the Beacon Supergroup. 
These rocks are exposed throughout the Transantarctic 
Mountains and at one point on the coast of the £as t 
Antarctic shield. They may underlie extensive areas of 
the East Antarctic ice sheet. 
d) S:::1,~].S 4. 'I1h e break-up of Gondwanaland 
rlhe long period of internal stability came t o an end 
in the mid-Triassic. A system of rifts developed along 
what v1ere to become the present continental margins, 
allowing marine sediments to penetrate into the interior 
of Gondwanaland (see fig. 13). Tholeiitic ignebus rocks, 
forming a distinct province, were erupted in a broad arc, 
stretching from northern Brazil to eastern Australia. 
The continental sedimentation, which had begun in the 
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late Permian cratonic basins continued on a more restricted 
scale, into the Jurassic and in some i nstances the late 
Cretaceous. As the fragments of Gondwanaland separated, 
the leading edges developed into compressive 'Pacific 
type ' or 'Alpino type ' continental margins, whereas 
the internal boundaries becaTie stable 'Atlantic type' 
margins (Mitchell and Reading, 1969 ). 
The break-up of Gondwanaland commenced in the mid-
Triassic (220 Ma) wi th the initiation of the Panantarctic 
rift. A 'Y'-shaped rift developed between Africa, India 
and Antarctica (see fig. 13), allowing marine sedimeni~ation 
to penetrate along the east coast of rtfrica and India. The 
earliest marginal rn.arine deposits in southern Mozambique 
are of Cretaceous age, indicating that the spli t between 
Africa and :Sas t Antarctica was complete d_ by the late 
Cretaceous (see fig. 14). 
These rifts broke the supercontinent into three pieces, 
Africa and South J;.rnerica; India and Antarctica and A.ustralia. 
The pattern of dispersion of these fragments since break-up 
rev,3als th.at J.;.ntarctica and Australia drifted in a clock-
wise direction, whereas the remaining con~inents ~ovrd 
away in an anticlockwise direction. This may be a result 
of the penetration of the rifts from the exterior to the 
interior of the supercontinent. 
The rotational separation of Antarctica and Australia, 
from the other continents, led to differential movements 
between East and West Antarctica, along a zone corresponding 
roughly to the edge of the stable Precarnbrian craton. The 
operation of these forces may also have resulted in the 
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480 km dejtra l d i sp l acement along the ~lpine fault of 
Ne w Zea l and, wh ich t ook place in the upper Jurassic . 
The West Antarc tic region broke up into at least three 
distinct blocks. In contrast to the late I-iesozo ic and 
Cenozoic d_ve lopmenbs alon~ the ·ac ific margin of 
South America, a ctive subduction in West Antarctica 
ceased, with the formation of an ' Atlantic type' 
margin. Rifting associated with opening Jf the Ueddell 
Se a may have be g un a t this time. 
By t he close of t he Jurass ic (1 35 Ma ) a n i nsipient 
rift had develope d between Africa and South America. 
This permitted the accumulation of l ate Me sozoic marine 
sediments in fau lt-bounded marginal basins , along the 
west coast of Afric a and eas t coast of South America, 
e . g. the Benue trough of Nigeria. At the end of the 
Cretaceous, South America and Africa were separated by 
3000 kill of new ocean floor. 
Cn the .Pacif ic mart_in of South h.:nerica , the formation 
of the 1cndean tectonic province, indicates compressive 
plate motion and the subduction of ocean crust. The 
northward drift of Africa and India eliminated the 
llesozoic ocean (Tethys) and resulted in a co llision with 
the Euras ian continent, which initiated Alp ino-Hima l ayan 
orogenesis. 
Ocean-floor spreading in the South Pac ific Ocean 
began approx i mate l y 81 Ma (Iiolnar et al. 1975) when 
Hew uealand soli t away from ·west Antarctica. The 
evidence of a different re lative direction of motion, 
associated with a contemporaneous spreading ridge in the 
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'l1 a s .:-1an .3ea led Violnar et al. (1975) to conclude '.;~1o.t 
Sast and We st Antarctica were being rifted apart. The 
spreading in the Tasman Sea ceased approximately SO Ma 
and the ?anantarctic rift extended east wards to initiate 
the separation of h.ustralia from J~ntarctica about 55 Via 
(see fig. 15). 
The clockwise rotation of Zast Antarctica eventually 
resulted in a collision with the We s t ~ntarcti c blocks, in 
the ear ly Cenozoic. The oroclinal bendinG a t the base of 
the A1tarct ic Peninsu la may have been produced at this 
time. The co , ~inued westward drift of ;Jouth .America from 
Africa, was accompanied by bending of the southern tip 
of Tierra del Fuego and the northern section of the 
Antarctic Peninsula, and the formation of the Scotia Sea. 
At the present ( se e fig. 16) Antarctica is almost 
completely surr l 1nded by a spreading ocean ridge (the 
Panantarctic rift), which lacks a cooplimentary subduction 
zone. This means that the ~ntarctic plate is growing in 
size, as the Panant arctic rift mi grates Eo r thwards, s.way 
from the Ant drctic. There is evidence to s u ppor~ this 
from the Gouth Atlantic, in the form of t be \Jalvis. ~- i dge. 
lhe alkali volcanism of the late Cenozoic, is associated 
with a phase of block tectonics and rifting, which may 
herald another period of break-up. 
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Concluding remarks 
A variety of tectonic regions have been identified 
in Antarctica. 'I'hey inc l ude: 
a) the Eas t Antarctic shield,' comprising a n ear ly 
Precambrian metamorphi c baser1ent , overlain by platform 
sediments, which has remained stable since the late 
Precambrian; 
b) fi ve tectonic provinces , which deve l oped along 
the Pac ific margin of the shield, betHeen the late 
Proterozoic and ear ly Cenozoic and 
c) tbree late Cenozo ic-Recent volcanic provinces. 
A major s tructural discont inuity is superimposed upo :1 
this t.e ctonic framew ork. It corresponds roughly to the 
abrupt change in crustal thicknes s between East and Wes t 
Antarctica, along the f ront of the Transant arct ic 
Mountains and divides the contine nt i nt o two units. The 
unit lying to the east* of this line, comprises the East 
Antarct ic shield and the epicratonic port i ons of four 
tectonic provinces ( the Beardmore, Hoss, Borchgrevink 
and Weddell). 1~he other unit to the west t of the 
d i scontinuity, compri ses a number of distinct blocks. 
These blocks constitute the non-epicratonic portions of 
the Beardmore, Hos s, Borchgrevink and '~Jedde ll tectonic 
provinces, which broke away from the main continental 
mass in the Mesozo ic. Small slices of Precambrian 
basement may also have separated, though a s yet, n o 
* East is used here in relation to the Greenwich meridian. 
t West is used here in relation to the Greenwich meridian. 
traces of PrecarJ.brian rocks have been found in · Jest 
Antarctica. After fragmentation, sed rnent s accumulated 
in a number of basins which developed beti··een these 
West Antarctic blocks. The deposits in t:1e Byrd 
Subglacial Basin may ~ate from the Jurassic. 
An insight into some of the problems associated with 
the tectonic evolution of Antarctic is gained by v i ewing 
the tectonic scheme in the broader context of Gondwanaland. 
Clearly, the fragmentation of the Pacific margin of East 
Antarctica and the differential moverr1ents between East 
and \,Jest Antarctica in the Mesozoic, can be related to 
t he break-up of Gondwanaland. The opening of the WeddGl l 
Sea probably took place at the same time. 
The elucidation of the tectonic evolution of Antarctica 
however, is not complete. A great many problems remain 
to be resolved. The precise nature of the structural 
discL 11t inuity between East and \,Jest Antarctica is stil l 
a matter of conjecture and fu·ther advances are dependant 
upon more detailed geophysical investigations of the deep 
crustal structure of ~est Antarctica and the surrounding 
ocean basins. 
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